


Equipment and resources  

There are various pieces of equipment you will 

need to have or have access to during the 

course. The majority of this will be provided for 

you in school but there are some which you will 

want to be able to use at home, as you will be          

required to complete 3-4 hours at home each 

week. A small carry box is also useful to store all 

your equipment.  

The essential and luxury lists of equipment and 

resources have been provided as you may wish 

to begin collecting over the summer break. 

Some of this can be expensive so make sure you 

are serious about your commitment to this  

subject area!  

Essential  

Pins  

Needles  

Threads  

Wool  

Tape measure  

Material scissors  

Water colours  

Fine liners  

Glue stick  

Quick unpicker 

Drawing pencils  

Fabric pencil /chalk  

Storage for your equipment (sewing box)  

Colouring pencils  

Masking tape  

UHU 

  

To broaden your knowledge of fashion and textiles in general and also fashion designers and   

current trends, it would be good to begin reading Vogue or other fashion magazines regularly.  

Some useful books to look through or buy are;  

Creative Fashion Drawing: A Complete Guide to Design and Illustration Styles by Noel Chapman 

& Judith Cheek  

Fashion Drawing: Illustration Techniques for Fashion Designers Paperback by                                    

Michele Wesen Bryant  

The Complete Photo Guide to Textile Art by Susan Stein  

Luxury   

Tailor’s dummy  

Sewing machine  

Felting needle and brush  

Fabric rotary cutter  



 Task One  

Make two trips or visits: one artist or textiles related, one first hand images and resources. 

Show evidence by presenting photographs, sketches and make notes about the visit.  

Suggestions of places you could visit are…  

Holidays  

Day trips  

Galleries  

Exhibitions - V&A, Tate  

Museums - Natural History Museum  

Gardens  

Local environments etc  



 Task Two 

Create an mood/image board based on the title ’Seaside’ gather relevant images and display 

imaginatively  

 Task Three 

Complete at least 4 pages of observational drawings from objects based on the theme ‘Seaside’. 

Use a range of media pencil drawing, watercolour, biro, chalk or collage. You may choose to fill 

pages with smaller drawing's or use a whole page to produce a large scale study, it’s up to you.  


